LEGEND:
1. Street Porch
2. Remediation Grove
3. Mosaic/Mural Wall
4. Play Patch
5. Boardwalk
6. Gathering Mound
7. Riverfront Porch
8. Harborwalk
9. Canoe Launch
10. Tidal Garden
POURED IN PLACE CONCRETE COLOR TREATMENT TO BE:
SCOFIELD LITHOCROME CONCRETE HARDENER

LITHOCROME Color hardener is used to add beautiful color — vibrant or subtle — into the surface of freshly placed concrete. This ready-to-use, powdered dry shake hardener is surface ideal for pedestrian or vehicular traffic: indoors or out.

Results in increased abrasion resistance and higher compressive strength for hard land-

“Bridge Blue”

“Royal Blue”

“Chalk Blue”

Past Project Images using LITHOCROME concrete hardener
1. PLAY AREA FENCE OPTIONS
   - 27" SQUARE STEEL POST
   - 24" SQUARE STEEL MEMBER
   - 24" SQUARE STEEL MEMBER
   - BOTH OPTIONS TO HAVE BLUE POWDER COATING
   - FENCE TO BE BLACK OR BRONZE

2. FENCE AT STREET
   - 36" x 10'

3. PLAY AREA FENCE AND FRAME
   - 1" x 10'

4. BLUE POWDER COATING SAMPLE

5. PLAY AREA FENCE AXON
   - 1" x 10'